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Date: 9/1/15

To: Those who will listen

Subject: Real World As I and Many See It

Some truths and questions I and manyhave providedfor years the controlling voting minority
should consider.

Istheory, speculation, and protectionism l*ep mCl Fig historically proven field experience and
peer reviewed site specific realities and science witha little logic and common sense thrown-in?

Is taxpayer support replacing private support provided by working, low to middle income,
family, taxpaying, and producing folks9

Do we want a leader such as President of the USA not smart enough to know when information is
classified or not classified even when marked classified or not marked classified?"

Humboldt County media shows a lack of caring abut timber workers as illustratedby Times
Standard refusing to print Letters to the Editor and local radio stationnot doing follow-up on radio
interview about local timber workers during past timber wars

Having lived in Trump'sworld, I canrelate to many things Trump says. He kind of gets it while
those in media, politicians, so-called leaders, those with money and power, thosewho control

legalese, and those in inexperienced and unaccountable Fourth Branch of Government QO IlOt

get it. With seventy plus years in the real world and seeing everyone is in violation of some
law, somewhere, somehow, and in some way, it looks to me like many controlling how any species

and humans live do IlOt get it.

Charles L. Ciancio

(An old tired field forester, who has lived the real world no one gives much attention)
California Registered Professional Forester (RPF) #317

P.O. Box 172

Cutten (Near Eureka in the redwoods), CA 95534
707-445-2179
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Abstract

Electromagnetic Drivesfor pipelinesystems are intended as a direct replacement for pneumatic
drives. Pneumatic capsule pipelines have a long history, includingthe transport of limestone in a
Japanese cement processing plant. However, various practical limits tend to constrain the
throughput of pneumatic systems. The use of electromagnetic drives can greatly improve on the
constraints and can result in cost effective systems able to compete with truck, rail and other
transport systems. Underground pipe transport can also relieve the environmental impact of
conventional transport, and result in faster deliveryin overcrowded metropolitanregions.

Development of our electromagnetic capsule pipelinesystem was initiated by the desire of the
Florida Phosphate Industryto finda cost effectiveway to reduce the environmental impact of
conventional transportation of their very large quantities of material [2J. Typicalore applications
woulduse an undergroundpairof 610 mmdiameter pipes foroutboundand returning capsules, and
wouldtypically carry 10 millions tons per year over a distance of 2 to 50 km. Preliminary economic
studies have shown a satisfactoryreturn on capitaland have resulted in a willingness of the
phosphate industry to undertake a significant R&D program.

A demonstration project which uses a linear synchronous motor to move capsules has been
constructed at IMC-Global,a phosphate mining company in Lakeland, FL. The demonstration

-^C* project utilizes 275 mof 610 mm diameter centrifugal cast fiberglass pipe, and contains a 60 mlong
accelerator/decelerator section, a switch, and load and unload stations. The test vehicle traverses
back and forth, obtaining a peak speed of 18 m/s. The 24 m wheelbase vehicle uses six-^wheel
assemblies at each end of a rotating hopper, and has a payloadcapacityof 270 kg.

The paper reports on the performance of the system during the test program carried out to date in
which the basic feasibility of the design has been demonstrated. Plans are described for the follow-
on test program intended to provide an indication of component lifetimes.

Results from an economic model are presented and show the potential for an attractive return on
investment for future applications in the phosphate and other ore transport industries.

1.0 Introduction

A pneumatically driven capsule pipeline system has been in commercial use in Japan since 1983
[3]. It is used to transport limestone at a rate of 2 million metric tons per year between the
Karasawa mine and the Sumitomo Cement plant, a distance of 3200 meters. Prior to construction,
transport had been by rail.The parameters of the pipeline system are given in Table 1.0. An initial
economic analysis compared the capital cost of a largely above ground beltconveyorwhose length
needed to be 4200 meters, withthe largely underground 3200 meter capsule pipeline, and found



that the pipelinewas slightlyless costly. The pipeline was also felt to provide safety, noise and
right-of-way advantages.

A limestone quarry conveyor system of approximately the same length and twice the capacity of
the Sumitomo system is to be installed by Essroc Cement Group in Nazarith, PA. It will be 2.7 km
in length, and have a throughput of 730 metric tons per hour.

Table 1.0: Sumitomo Pneumatic System

Material transported Limestone

Pipe Diameter 1.0 meter

Transport Distance 3200 meters

Annual Throughput Capacity 2 million metric tons

Throughput capacity 346 metric tons/hr

Capsules per train 3

Payload per train 4,800 kg

Launch Interval 50 seconds

Average velocity 9 m/s

Pipeline Fill-Factor 2.7 percent

In a recent economic analysis of freight pipeline transport, Henry Liu points out that pneumatic
pipelines have not found a large market because in most cases they can not compete with trucks
on economic grounds [4]. He points out that pneumatic pipelines are limited to a rather small linefill
because of the limitations on the blowers. The Sumitomo system in Table 1 has a fill factor of 2.7
%. A relativelylarge pipelineis therefore required for the throughput capacity achieved. He points
out the throughput is further limited by the conventional use of inlineloading and unloading. Liu
concludes that substituting an electromagnetic drive for the external blowers can achieve as much
as four times larger linefills, resulting in factors of two reductions in capital cost. William
Vandersteel had also pointed out the fundamental gains of switchingto electromagnetic drives, and
has a basic early patent on the idea [5].

Both Liuand Vandersteel suggested the use of Linear Induction Motors (LIM) for the
electromagnetic drives. We have utilized Linear Synchronous Motors (LSM) for the drive because
they are tolerant of larger operating gaps. We believe this is a feature important to the construction
of realistic pipeline systems.

We can achieve velocities of 18 m/s, twice as highas those in table 1.0, further increasing capacity
for a given pipeline diameter. Inour workwe have also utilized electromagnetic switching, allowing
multiple off-line stations accessed by "no-moving parts" switches.

In our economic studies we find that electromagnetic drive systems can effectively compete with
truck and rail transport, and in selected cases, with slurry pipelines and conveyor systems.

2.0 Prototype System Description

To demonstrate the feasibility of elecromagnetic propulsion of capsules in pipelineapplications, a
demonstration project has been constructed at IMC-Global, a phosphate miningcompany in
Lakeland, FL. [6,7]. The demonstration project utilizes 275 m of 610 mm diameter centrifugal cast
fiberglass pipe, and contains a 60 m long accelerator/decelerator linear synchronous motor section,
a switch,and load and unload stations. The test vehicletraverses back and forth, obtaining a peak



2.1 Pipe:

Acast fiberglass "waste water" pipe product is used for the straight sections, and is supplied in 6 m
lengths with a 15 mm wall. Because the winding is on the exterior of the tube, the tube must be
made from a non-conducting material. The curved sections are fabricated from filament wound
fiberglass.

2.2 Vehicle:

The vehicleconsists of a cylindrical open-tophopper500 mmindiameterby 1200 mm long,
attached to wheel earners at each end through pivotbearings. This allows the hopper and the wheel
assemblies to rotate independently around the pipeline central axis. Each wheel carrier has six
wheels spaced at equal 60 degree angles. The wheels are 150 mm diameter polyurethane coated
standard industrial units with sealed ball-bearings. A rolling friction coefficient of 0.01 is assumed.
The overall lengthof the vehicle is 2.4 m. The magnet assembly occupies a 90 degree by 1200 mm
long sector at the bottomof the vehicle, and in the versionof the vehicleshown, has the ability to
rotate around the central axis independentlyfrom the hopper.The vehicle is pictured in Figure 3.

2.3 Magnet Assembly:

The magnet assembly consists of an arrayof individual blocks 50 mm x 50 mm x 12.7 mmdeep,
magnetized parallelto the 12.7 mm dimension. Theyare located on a curved back-iron plate 610
mm by 1200 mm long by 12.7 mmthick.The 112 individual magnet blocksare arranged in sets of
28 to formfour poles, two north and two south. The poles have a "pole pitch" of 305 mm, and a
repeat pitch of 610 mm. The magnets blocks are magnetized priorto mounting on the back iron.
The magnet assembly is pictured in Figure 4.

2.4 Linear Synchronous Motor Winding:

A linear synchronous motorconcept was chosen over a linear induction motorconcept because it
retains reasonable efficiency at large operating gaps. The gap between the magnet face and the
effective centeriineof the winding is 32 mm. It is impractical to build pipelinesystems with
tolerances tight enough to operate with gaps substantially less than this value.

The linearmotor windings are woundinsinglemodules attached to the outsideof individual 6 m pipe
sections. The motor winding was designed to use a continuous length of electric wire rated for
directburial. While this choice complicated the winding process, it resulted in the complete
elimination of internal connectionsbetween motorconductors. Onlythe six ends ofthe three-phase
windings need to be connected to the motordrive system. A laminated iron 12.5 mm thick backing
is included outsidethe winding to doublethe effective permanentmagnetfield at the winding,
reducing the power requirement by a factor of four. An overview of the end of the accelerator section
prior to the hill climb is pictured in Figure 5, and a closeup of the winding end turns and back iron
mounted on the tube, in Figure 6.

Ina freight transport pipeline there is no need for the capsules to maintaina constant velocity, and
therefore no need to cover the entire lengthof the tinewith motorwindings. Rather the capsules can
coast between periodically spaced motor modules which boost the speed lost to wheel friction and
moving air in the pipe.

The fractionof motor coverage required is a functionof the allowed loss of speed between motors,
the capability of the motors, the pipeline and capsule characteristics and the velocity and spacing
between capsules. For the prototype610 mm pipeline and 545 kg loaded capsule, the minimum



speed of 18 m/s. The 2.4 m wheelbase vehicle uses six-wheel assemblies at each end of a rotating
hopper, and has a payload capacity of 270 kg.

A cross section of the pipe containing a typical vehicle is shown in Figure 1, and the vehicle is
shown separately in Figure 2. The linear synchronous motor "stator"winding is mounted on the
outside of the tube leavingthe insideof the tube free of obstructions. The permanent magnet
assembly mounted on the vehicle consists of four poles, alternately north and south.

Figure 1: Cross-section through pipe and capsule mid-section: (1) Fiberglass tube;
(2) LSM Winding; (3) Laminated winding back iron; (4,5) Permanent magnet assembly;

(6) Magnet back iron; (11) LSM winding support strap; (17) 270 kg payload;
(18) Payload hopper shell; (19) Payload hopper back wall; (20) Wheel carrierflange.

Figure 2: Elevation view of pipe and capsule. The 4-pole permanent magnet structure is below the
payload capsule. In this design configuration, the wheel assemblies, the payload hopper and the
magnet assembly can all rotate independently from each other.



percent coverage required on flat ground is 5% if vehicles are traveling at 1 second intervals and are
permitted to lose 10% of their 17.9 m/s speed before re-acceleration.

While limiting motor coverage to small percentages of the total pipeline has a beneficial economic
effect, it presents a potential problem of system restart after a loss of power. In the above examples
(assuming levelground) the 1 second spaced capsules wouldcoast to a stop in 158 seconds,
traveling a distance of 1700 m. The relatively longcoast times allownormal recoveryfromthe most
common power failures whichare onlya few seconds in duration.The capsules wouldsimply coast
to a somewhat lowervelocity before being automatically re-accelerated when the powerwas
restored. However for long term power outages, a restart strategy is required.

The restart strategy chosen would depend on an assessment of the expectedfrequency of long
duration poweroutages. Ifitwere once a year, a stow recovery couldbe tolerated; forexample,
motorized "recovery" capsules could clear the pipeline. Ifthe expectation were for much more
frequent long term outages, a more pro-active system would be required. The use of low cost
"recovery" windings between fully powered motor section is a reasonable option.

The above discussion is based on a hypothetical level-ground installation. Incases where significant
altitude changes must be accommodated, motor coverage would need to be further increased.

2.5 Magnetic Switch

In the current design concept, the external switch coils interact with simple iron pieces on the
hopper side wall ratherthan with the swinging permanent magnets.A set of electromagnets
external to the pipeis used to magnetize and attractthe iron added to the hopper. In thisconcept,
the external magnets are located at the 90 degree orientation along the length of the switch branch
but importantly, do not need to be synchronously driven. A DCcurrentis applied to the magnets on
the side of the switch branch to be followed.

The fourexternalswitch magnets are each 2.4 m long, and are used to hold the car against the
insidewallof the 60 meter radius curved branch of the switch.Astatic test has been performed
using the external magnets and the re-buiitcar to demonstrate that the magnets exert sufficient
force on the fully loaded car to hold it against the inner wallat full velocity.

The switch magnets are installed on the 9 m long horizontal curve of the pipeline. Sensors are used
to confirm that the car rides on the inside wallof the tube. When the switchmagnets are not
energized, the vehicle will naturally follow the outside wall. Testing ina curvedtube (as opposed to a
real "Y section" switch) is a necessary initial step, and demonstrates the critical element of the
switch at minimum expense.

2.6 Load and Unload Stations:

Inthe demonstration projectthe load station consists of an accumulationhopper with a controlslide
valve which dumps through a chute into the at-rest hopper section. The unload station has the
ability to rotatethe hopper180degrees, and leavea clearpaththrough an opening inthe pipe for
the load to gravity dump into a collection hopper.Atransferconveyor then returnsthe dumpedload
back to the accumulation hopper. The load/unload stations are pictured in Figure 7.

Ithad been our original intent to demonstrate the feasibility ofon-the-fiy load and unload operations.
However, after studying other installations (forexample, the Sumitomo pneumatic pipe line
installations) we determined that loading on-the-fly was not practical at the vehicle velocities that we
needed. We did, however, develop a conceptual design for un-loading on-the-fly, and did install the
magnetic systems necessary to demonstrate the essential features of the manipulation. That was
done by mechanically rotating the external magnets around the stationarycar to dump the load



withoutmechanical contact. Inan actual on-the-fly unloading station, a helical magnetic path would
have been constructed along the vehicle path. The stationary vehicle approach allowed the unload
and load stations to be integrated and the use ofa short transferconveyor to return the dumped
load to the loading hopper.

Economic analysis has confirmed that unloading on the fly is desirable but notessential.Depending
on system length, reduction incapital investment range from 5 % to 15% ifon-the-fly unloading is
introduced.

2.7 Power Conversion and Control:

A standard 100 HP commercial four-quadrant variable speed motor drive is used to drive the
synchronous motor modules. The drives are outfittedwith proprietary control systems to enable
them to automaticallysynchronize the LSM, and to interfacewiththe global control system. An
output frequency of 30 Hz is synchronous with18 m/s.Ten modules in series are required to
accelerate a fully loaded vehicle to 18 m/s. Five 100 HP drives, pictured in Figure 8 are time-shared
between the ten motor sections.

The drive system uses current-source inverterdrives. Current-source inverters utilizeSCRs, which
provide performance benefits in pulsed duty applications.

The motor, motor drive, and control systemsmustoperateina harsh mine environment with high
reliability and minimal maintenance. Thisrequirement ledus to rejectsolutions that required power
sources on each vehicle to transmit position and thrust angle information to the motor control
system. The motor control system therefore uses open-loopcontrol of the linear synchronous motor
(LSM) thrust angle rather than feedback control.

The thrustthat can be provided bythe modulesat a given speed is relatedto the phase angle
between the winding drive and the magnetpoleson the capsule; it is maximum whenthe angle is
90 degrees. Iffeedback control between the vehicle position and the drive phase is employed,
angles approaching90 degrees can be utilized. Ifthe angle is reduced to 60 degrees, the system
will operate stably withoutfeedback control.The thrust at 60 degrees drops to 87 % of the
maximum available, but is a reasonabletradeoffagainst the complexity of a feedback looprequiring
continuous and accurate position sensing, and the need for on-board transducers.

The calculated performance ofa pairofboostmodules sufficient to restorea 10 % dropinvelocity is
given below, and is based on the prototype design.Acommercial 100 HP conventional synchronous
motor drive unit is sufficient to power a module. The performance of the two motors can be seen to
be somewhat different, reflecting the speed dependent characteristics. The efficiency increases with
speed, but the increasedback EMF developed bythe vehicle motion cuts into the maximum voltage
limit on the drive, decreasing the current and thrust available.



Table2.0A: 1st Boost Motor and Drive at 60 Degree Phase Angle

Velocity in (m/s) 15.9 Efficiency (%) 55

Velocity out (m/s) 17 Power factor(%) 44

Time (s) 0.26 traction power (kW) 37

Acceleration (m/sA2) 4.5 input power (kW) 69

Thrust (N) 2242 input power (HP) 93

Table 2.0B: 2nd Boost Motor and Drive at 60 Degree Phase Angle

Velocity in (m/s) 17 Efficiency (%) 58

Velocity out (m/s) 18 Power factor(%) 44

Time (s) 0.24 traction power (kW) 37

Acceleration (m/sA2) 4.2 input power (kW) 65

Thrust (N) 2090 input power (HP) 88

The control system functionsare divided between the Current Source Inverter (CSI)controlcard and
the Programmable LogicController (PLC) that coordinates the operation of individual motor drives,
load and unload stations, and the magnetic switch. The CSI controlcard is responsible for sensing
the position and speed of the car, synchronizing the magneticfield producedbythe motor winding
to the vehicle, and determining appropriate acceleration or deceleration forces as a function of
vehicle velocity. The PLC enables each motor drive, sets target velocity and directionfor each
motor drive, operates the load, unload, and switch mechanisms, and collects data from various
diagnostic instruments used for development. A personal computer provides development tools and
a graphical user interface for the operator.

Figure 3: Car with 300 kg of
phosphate rock

Figure 4: Magnet assembly rotated 180 degrees for
inspection purposes



Figure 5: End of the accelerator section and the
hill climb at the Lakeland site.

Figure 7: Load-Unload stations and transfer
conveyor.

Figure 6: Close-up of LSMwinding showing end
turns and back iron

Figure 8: Five 100 HP motor control units shared
between ten motors.

3.0 Field Testing

3.1 Stage 1: Demonstration of Basic System Feasibility

The demonstration project was constructed to test the feasibility of the system concept and the
various components. Two hundred seventy five meters of 610 mm diameter pipeline were used. The
test allows the vehicle to be loaded and accelerated to 18 m/s, coast to a stop in climbing a 24 m
elevation hill; re-accelerate to 18 m/s in descending the hill, and decelerate to zero, unload, and
then recycled through the process. The switch demonstration is located between the accelerator
and the hill.

During six weeks of final testing 5300 round trip cycles of the car were run at speeds between 9 and
15 m/s. The total distance traveled by the car was approximately 700 miles, and the total travel time
about 40 hours.

A total of thirty-five complete load/unload cycles were run with a payload of 200 kg. The last twenty-
five cycles were run under total automatic PLC control.

The car was captured and dumped from the unload station carrying a maximum payload of 300 kg,
thus also demonstrating the abilityof the magnetic coils to capture, rotate and dump a payload



30% higher than the nominal 500 pound payload. Prior to dumping, the loaded car was cycled 50
times at 11 m/s with the maximum payload.

The hopper fills and dumps cleanly. There is a minor problem in the loading station chute where
some rock is trapped by internal support structure. The trapped material has a tendency to vibrate
loose and fall into the bottomof the pipe after the car leaves the loading station. This minorspillage
was dealt with by cutting discharge holes in the bottom of the pipe; on the next cycle the car
sweeps the spillage out the holes.

The initial phasing of the ten motors have been tuned to achieve design levels of acceleration in the
individual motors. This phasing was made easier by the acceleration diagnostics. Sensors installed
at the exit of each motor are connected into the PLC. The PLC screen then presents the car
velocity at the exit of each motor and the calculated acceleration achieved by that motor.

Pressure measurements were made in the pipe ahead of the car. There had been some concern
that the relatively tightfitof the wheel plates in the pipe was producingexcess aerodynamicdrag. A
pressure pulse of 1.3 x 10^3 atm (0.2 psi) appears when the 11m/s vehicle first closes off the
opening in motor 3 and compresses the air in the rest of the pipe. Afterthe air column has fully
accelerated, however, the pressure drops below25 % of that value, where the aerodynamicdrag is
about 10 kg and thus unlikelyto be a significant contributor to retarding acceleration at 11 m/s.

The maximum velocityachieved during the finaltesting was 15 m/s, 83 % of the design goals of
17.9 m/s. The maximumspeed achieved is currently being limited by the voltage protection circuits
on the motor drives which are tripping out at only 60 % of the voltage capacity of the motor drives.
When proper high-power filter capacitors are installed on the motor drives, the car should be
capable of acceleration beyond the current velocity limit.

With the completionof the stage 1, tests we have demonstrated the basic feasibility of the concept.

3.2 Stage 2: Provide Sufficient Operation to Support a Decision to Deploy

In addition to demonstrating additional components, for example, a bifurcated switch and alternate
unload options, we propose that approximately300 hours of operations be carried out during this
stage. The overall objective for this stage is to provide the information necessary to support a
decision to deploy the electromagnetic technology in a commercial operation.

Three hundred hours of operation would provide approximately30,000 cycles and a travel distance
of 5000 miles. This should be adequate to project failure rates for all components and to provide
information for design improvements that might extend those lifetimes.

Accumulationof 300 hours of operation over a one year period requires an average of 40 hours of
operation a month for eight months.

3.3 Stage 3: Confirmation of Commercial Components Designs

Aftera decision is made to deploy a commercial system, additional testing would be undertaken to
confirm design details. Byway of example, the 30,000 cycles accumulated in stage 2 still
represents a small fraction (0.01 %) of the cycles that a given pipeline joint would experience over a
20 year life, assuming passage of a vehicle every 6 seconds.

Unlikereplaceable components (wheels, for example) the pipe joints would be expected to be
lifetime components. Itwould therefore be prudent to carryout true life tests on joints. A test stand
where fully loaded wheels were cycled back and forth over a test joint would be one cost effective
approach.



Pipe surface wear and in situ re-coating strategies would represent another area amenable to a test
stand approach. During this period various components in the Lakeland mine installation would also
be upgraded and additional operation of the system carried out.

4.0 Assessment of Test Results

The tests which have been done to date establish the basic feasibility of the design. They have also
resulted in several iterations of the design, primarily to improve the robustness of the motor control
system against system electrical noise, and to alter the vehicle switching approach.

While no appreciable life testing has been accumulated, it is already possible to anticipate one
design detail that will require improvement, namely the joints between pipe sections, which will
require a special design to avoid fatigue failure of the pipe ends. The fiberglass pipes used in the
present demonstration were centrifugal cast against an OD mold, resulting in a close tolerance on
the OD, but a significant variation in ID dimension. The wheels tend to shock load the dimensional
steps at the joints resulting in early fatigue cracking. Use of pipes built from an ID mandrel would
greatly reduce the dimensional variation, but we believe that more basic design change will
eventually be necessary to meet the long life fatigue strength requirements. One possible solution
would be to use metallic elements in the pipe-to-pipe joints by molding metal end rings into each
pipe.

There has been little evidence of wheel or pipe surface wear to date. The wheel materials have been
chosen to be soft relative to the pipe surface to assure that the wheels, which are replaceable, will
wear rather than the pipe surface. We can anticipate, however, that it will be necessary to develop a
technique for in situ re-coating of the pipe surface.

5.0 Economic Studies

Economic studies have been made using a costing model with detailed results reported in
November, 2000 [8]. The model takes engineering and unit cost inputs and projects capital and
operating costs for any prospective system. Majorcapital cost components include pipeline,
vehicles, magnet assemblies, windings and load/unload stations.

The elements of operating cost include power, material costs for maintenance (taken as a fixed
percentage of capital cost) and labor costs for operating and maintaining the system. The model
minimizes total system cost, which we define as the sum of the annualized capital cost plus the
operating cost.

Calculation of the annualized capital cost requires a choice of a minimum attractive rate of return
and a time over which the return will be realized, in past generic studies we have generally fixed
these at 20% and 20 years as illustrative. When we compare our results against specific
competitive targets, we have instead used a rate of return calculation.

Table 3.0 summarizes two typical cases of interest in the phosphate industry. A short haul, low
tonnage case representative of the flowof rock between two processing plants, and a longer haul,
higher tonnage case is typical of finished material flowfrom the plant to the shipping port. In both
cases, the annual cost of operation, including capital recovery, are compared against existing
transportation costs. Both cases show an acceptable after tax rate of return, 28.9% for the short
haul, and 44.4% for the long haul. The higher rate of return for the long haul is typical of results from
the model. Short haul cases, dominated by the cost of loading and unloading the capsules, have
more difficulty competing with conventional transportation infrastructure.



If the long haul case is compared against a typical long term rail contract, estimated to be as low
as $0.05 per ton-mile, the after tax rate of return would be reduced from 44.4% to 15.7 % and the
payback period increased to 4.5 years.

Table 3A: Case 1 Case 2

Distance (miles) 3 30

Tonnage (Mtons/yr) 2 10

Capital Cost $M $M
right of way 0 2.7

pipeline 1.12 13.2

vehicles 0.4 15.6

magnet assemblies 0.2 7.8

motor windings 0.21 2.3

load/unload stations 2.03 2.8

power units & control 0.7 5.8

subtotal 4.66 50.1

Table 3B: Case 1 Case 2

Annual Operating Cost $M $M
insurance & property tax 0.07 0.8

power 0.04 1.1

maintenance 0.19 1.8

labor 0.49 1.5

subtotal 0.79 5.2

Table 3C: Case 1 Case 2

($Aon-mile) $/ton-mile
Operating Cost 0.13 0.017

Competitive Target"
($/ton-mile)

0.35* 0.08"

$M $M

Annual Operating Cost 0.79 5.2

Competitive Target ** 2.10 24.0

Savings available 1.31 18.8

PreTax Rate of Return 36.8% 59.1%

AfterTax Rate of Return 28.9 % 44.4%

Payback period 3.0 years 2.1 years

* short haul truck transport
** long haul truck transport

A typical quarry-to-piant limestone conveyor transport system of current interest to the Essroc
Cement Group is 2.7 km in length, and has a capacity of 730 metric tons per hour. We have used
our economic model to examine the pipeline scale and vehicle velocity that would minimize the
combined annual operating cost plus annualized capital cost for an electromagnetic drive pipeline of
the same length and capacity.

Figure 9 plots that combined cost per ton-mile as a function of pipe diameter and vehicle velocity.
The curves all show a minimum. They rise at small diameters due to the increasing cost of loading



and unloading and the increasing number of vehicles, and rise at larger diameters as the pipeline
cost increase and the linefill utilization drops. The highest velocityexamined, 60 MPH (26.8 m/s) is
clearly the most expensive, driven by the rapidly increasing power system requirement. There is not
a strong difference between the 15 to 40 MPH (6.7 - 17.9 m/s) curves, but the true minimum is for a
26 inch (660 mm) diameter pipe with 20 MPH(9 m/s) vehicles. All the curves show the rippleeffect
of integral increments in the number of parallel loading stations used in the model.

The minimumcombined cost is $0,267 per ton-mile. Ifthe installationhad been twice as long with
the same capacity, the optimum pipeline size would remain the same, but the optimum speed
would be 30 MPH (13.4 m/s). The minimum combined cost would have been $0,206 per ton mile.

Pipe diameter(ir,)

Figure 9 Line Length = 2.7 km (1.72 mi.)
Combined Annual Cost (Operating + Annualized Capital) for 7.9 Mt/y System

-15 mph

-20mph

-30 mph

• 40 mph

. 60 mph

Table 4.0 gives the optimum system parameters, and table 5.0, the capital and annual operating
costs for the optimum 26 inch (660 mm) pipe and for a non-optimum 24 inch pipe (610 mm), which
is the scale of the prototype. Figure 10 gives a histogram of the relative component capital costs for
the optimum system.
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Figure 10 Line Length = 2.7 km (1.72 mi.)
ComponentCost Histogramat the OptimumOperatingPoint of 26" Pipeline, 20 mph



Table 4.0 Line length = 2.7 km (1.72 mi.)
Summary of System Characteristics

Number of vehicles (two way) 286

Vehicle cluster size . 3

Cluster launch interval (s) 6.63

Average power requirement (kw) 132

Payload per vehicle (lb) 1381

Time utilization 0.8

Line fill factor 10%

Number of parallel loading stations 2

Table 5.0 Line length = XI km (1.72 mi.)
Cost Summary, 1.72 mi, 7.9 Mt/y,Cement System

24" Pipe, 30 mph 26" Pipe. 20 mph
Capital cost Cost ($M) % Cost ($M) %

vehicles 0.64 17% 0.86 22%

magnet assemblies 0.24 6% 0.31 8%

motor winding assem. 0.12 3% 0.13 3%

rescue winding system 0.00 0% 0.00 0%

back iron (optional) 0.08 2% 0.08 2%

power units (outgoing) 0.13 3% 0.11 3%
power units (return) 0.07 2% 0.05 1%

block control units 0.02 0% 0.02 0%
central control 0.50 13% 0.50 13%

pipeline 0.99 25% 1.16 30%
load/unload stations 1.28 33% 0.66 17%

Total 4.06 3.89

Annualized capital cost at 20%, 20 y

Operating cost
Power

Maintenance

Labor

Total

($M/y)
0.83

0.18

0.12

0.50

($M/y)
0.80

0.14

0.12

0.50

0.76



6.0 Conclusions

Economic studies have shown that a 60 cm pipe diameter is near the optimum scale for
applications in the phosphate industry. Tests carried out to date on the 275 meter long,60 cm
diameter pipeline have demonstrated the basic feasibilityof the design. The combined results
demonstrate that electromagneticcapsule pumps have the potential to significantly reduce the
throughput limitationsof blower driven capsule pipelines. Economic studies of applications in the
phosphate industry indicate that the electromagneticcapsule pipelinesystems can be competitive
with truck and rail transport and with slurry pipelines.

While the initial tests have demonstratedthe basic feasibility, a follow-on project will be required
before the technologycan be commercially available. One goal of such a projectwill be to
demonstrate that the componentscan meet the lifetime requirements. Asuitablefollow-on project
could be to replace truck traffic between two near-by processing plants, or to carry matrix from one
of the mine drag lines to a processing plant.
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